Simple deterministic identity-by-descent coefficients and estimation of QTL allelic effects in full and half sibs.
Accurate and rapid methods for the detection of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and evaluation of consequent allelic effects are required to implement marker-assisted selection in outbred populations. In this study, we present a simple deterministic method for estimating identity-by-descent (IBD) coefficients in full- and half-sib families that can be used for the detection of QTLs via a variance-component approach. In a simulated dataset, IBD coefficients among sibs estimated by the simple deterministic and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods with three or four alleles at each marker locus exhibited a correlation of greater than 0.99. This high correlation was also found in QTL analyses of data from an outbred pig population. Variance component analysis used both the simple deterministic and MCMC methods to estimate IBD coefficients. Both procedures detected a QTL at the same position and gave similar test statistics and heritabilities. The MCMC method, however, required much longer computation than the simple method. The conversion of estimated QTL genotypic effects into allelic effects for use in marker-assisted selection is also demonstrated.